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Abstract

This paper examines why Australia’s future submarine project has not progressed as expected since its announcement as a major capability priority in the 2009 Defence White Paper. It contends that six years later, key questions remain unanswered, such as why Australia needs submarines, how many we need, whether Australia is capable of building them, what is the best capability option, what they will cost, and what the opportunity costs would be.

The paper notes that while both sides of politics agree that a replacement submarine is critical to Australia’s national security, and that progress is required to avoid the prospect and consequences of a capability gap, they both appear strongly conscious of not repeating the lessons of the Collins-class submarines—and seem to be approaching the policy-making process with extreme caution. The paper concludes that the consequences of further inaction, obfuscation and politicisation are significant, and that there is a real prospect of Australia having no submarine capability at all in future years.
Why Isn’t Australia’s Future Submarine Project Further Advanced?

Introduction

Both sides of Australian politics have committed to the development of future submarines to replace Australia’s current six Collins-class boats. However, so far at least, both parties have failed to drive the policy process in support of their strategic objective.

The Labor Government’s 2009 Defence White Paper, Defending Australia in the Asia-Pacific Century: Force 2030, introduced the requirement for 12 future submarines to replace the existing Collins-class fleet, stipulating that the future submarines would need to have greater range, longer endurance and a broader range of capabilities. In short, the Government was arguably specifying a conventional submarine with the capabilities of a nuclear submarine.

The stated capability requirement significantly constrained the available options, which in turn heightened the sensitivity around delivery timeframes. The 2009 Defence White Paper asserted that the decision on Australia’s largest and most complex defence project ever ‘must be taken over the next few years’. The associated Defence Capability Plan indicated a schedule that would have seen concept design completed by 2011, preliminary design by 2013, and construction commencing in 2016. However, those plans failed to materialise.

With the timeline proposed in the 2009 Defence White Paper clearly unachievable, the Labor Government’s 2013 Defence White Paper reframed the narrative. It avoided the previous references to the urgency of decision making, and modified the capability expectations for the replacement submarine. At about the same time, the Government also undertook a review of the expected service life of the Collins-class submarines, which highlighted the tight linkage between the Collins and future submarines, and that a capability gap might need to be addressed.

The 2013 Defence White Paper reaffirmed that the future submarines were of ‘significant strategic importance’ but also asserted that they would be assembled in Adelaide, and that a nuclear-powered option would not be considered. It also noted that since the original announcement in 2009, the Government had approved over $200 million of funding to undertake technical studies and examine options. However, this funding was only confirmed in May 2012, some three years after the release of the 2009 Defence White Paper, and just 12 months prior to the 2013 Defence White Paper.

The 2013 Defence White Paper also confirmed that the Government had suspended further consideration of two off-the-shelf designs in order to focus on the consideration of what it termed an ‘evolved Collins’ option, as well as new design options it deemed more suitable to Australia’s requirements. Four months later, the Labor Government was voted out of office.

The incoming Liberal Government quickly found the future submarine project a challenge, not least in terms of its pre-election commitments. Senator David Johnston, in his capacity as Shadow Minister for Defence, has said in the lead-up to the 2013 federal election that ‘we want to ... under-promise and over-deliver and I want to get into this program as quickly as we possibly can’. He further added that ‘I want to see a really stable, risk-averse design for these submarines’, promising that ‘we will have a plan that you can pick over, you can point to ... [and where] you can see dates, times and money’. Unfortunately, the Liberal Party’s pre-election commitment to make a decision on the future submarines within 18 months of forming government has not been met.

In 2009, it was recognised that for the future submarine to be in service by 2025, as planned, its design and capabilities would need to be sorted within seven years. Those seven years have all but expired. The prospect of Australia having no submarine capability at all in future years is now a real prospect, depending on the feasibility of extending the life of the existing fleet. While both sides of politics agree that a replacement submarine is critical to Australia’s national security, and that progress is required to avoid the prospect and consequences of a capability gap, they both appear strongly conscious of not...
repeating the lessons of the Collins—and seem to be approaching the policy-making process with extreme caution.

With the Government announcing a ‘competitive evaluation process’ in early 2015, Cameron Stewart noted that ‘at last, after some astonishing displays of political ineptitude by both major parties in recent years, the future submarine project is finally inching its way forward’. But given that the Government’s own strategic guidance identifies submarines as one of Australia’s most critical future capabilities, why has even incremental progress been so difficult to achieve? And why is the project not more advanced than it is?

The first section of this paper considers how the current Collins-class fleet impacts on planning for the future submarine. First, it argues that the Government is sensitive to the public perception of the submarines becoming ‘dud subs’, stemming from the Collins’ technical problems during the delivery phase. Second, it asserts that the Government has been unduly focused on addressing subsequent management problems with the Collins’ sustainment phase before progressing the future submarine project. Third, it contends that the Government’s acute awareness of the need to apply the lessons of Collins has also added considerable caution to policy deliberations.

Section 2 analyses the challenges associated with Australia’s naval shipbuilding industry that have directly impacted the policy debate concerning future submarines. These includes systemic structural impediments, including sorting out the role of the Australian Submarine Corporation (ASC) in the project, and settling the nation-building versus capability debate. Section 3 then highlights the influence of a broad range of vested interest and stakeholder groups over government decision-making. The paper asserts that the relative influence of these groups and individuals on the policy process has arguably been enhanced as a result of the political turbulence that has characterised Australian politics since the 2009 Defence White Paper.

Section 4 examines the delays caused by grappling with policy options in the absence of clear strategic guidance. It argues that the uncertainty of this policy process is exacerbated by two factors. First, the combined lack of a clear requirement, coherent implementation strategy and available capability solutions have severely complicated the policy-making process. Second, that lack of strategic clarity and delays in the policy process have stymied previous credible policy options and given rise to new policy alternatives which have further complicated and delayed the process.

The final section acknowledges the critical importance of the cost of the future submarines to the policy-making process. It analyses the costing debate from three key perspectives. First, conjecture over what is actually being costed; second, uncertainty concerning the cost of the local- versus foreign-build options; and, third, unresolved debate in relation to the important question of opportunity cost.

From this detailed analysis, the paper draws together key conclusions on why progress has been delayed and, more importantly, why it matters.

**Section 1 – The impact of the current Collins-class submarines**

Australia’s future submarine plans are inescapably linked to the current Collins-class submarines, so much so that Andrew Davies advocates the case for devising an all-encompassing policy solution that deals with both the Collins and future submarines. Much of the mainstream media discussion of future submarines highlights the problems associated with the Collins. Former Chief of Navy, Vice Admiral Ray Griggs, noted in April 2014 that ‘discussion about the future cannot be disentangled from the discussion about the Collins capability’. From a policy-making perspective, this strong linkage between the current and future submarines has resulted in added complexity and delay.

This section analyses the critical linkage from three separate but related perspectives. First, the Government has been acutely aware of the need to manage the enduring public perception of the Collins as ‘dud subs’, dating back to the original technical problems faced by the project. Second, in more recent years, following delivery of the submarines, both sides of government have prioritised the need to fix the decade-long mismanagement of the submarines’ sustainment issues before progressing the future submarine project. Third, the Government has been particularly mindful that the future submarine
project must heed the lessons of Collins, which further complicates and delays the decision-making process.

Managing the ‘dud subs’ perception

The Collins-class submarines were branded ‘dud subs’ due to a range of well-documented technical deficiencies. These technical problems and the negative public perceptions they created exposed the project to a high level of politicisation. This occurred following the election of the Coalition Government in 1996 when, according to Peter Yule and Derek Woolner, ‘the submarines’ benign political environment rapidly turned malignant’. The Coalition Government attacked the submarine project and its political sponsor, the former Minister for Defence, Kim Beazley, who at the time was an appealing target as leader of the Labor Party.

In 1999, then Minister for Defence John Moore commissioned an external review of the Collins project and related matters by Malcolm McIntosh and John Prescott. The Minister asked them ‘to review the reports on the project I have received to date, examine the history of the project, the current status of the project, and the proposals to rectify any outstanding issues’. Much of the focus of the report by McIntosh and Prescott was on the technical problems that needed to be addressed, especially the underlying cause of the problems, which it described as ‘a myriad of design deficiencies and consequential operational limitations relating to the platform and combat system’. The most serious issues were identified as problems with the diesel engines, noise, propellers, periscopes and masts, and the combat system. The report also highlighted the need to address systemic management issues as a central theme, and emphasised the strong public perception that the submarines were ‘dud’.

In 2009, Greg Combet, then Labor Government Minister for Defence Materiel and Science, noted that ‘it is a matter of very considerable regret that public confidence in the Collins class was undermined in the late 1990s’, asserting also that ‘given the fundamental importance of our submarine force, this has been very damaging’. While the Collins’ technical issues were subsequently rectified, media reporting continued to perpetuate the negative aspects of the Collins submarines.

A February 2015 article, for example, contended that ‘for many Australians, the Collins class submarine, for better or for worse, stands out as perhaps the household name example of public sector major project failure’. A June 2015 on-line video clip by the ABC’s Hungry Beast, pitched at Australia’s younger generation, similarly reinforced the ‘dud subs’ label, quoting former Minister for Defence John Moore as saying that the problems with Collins were considered so serious that his colleagues seriously discussed the option of closing down the project and selling the submarines for scrap.

Negative reporting also extended to the future submarine, with Hugh White in May 2012 describing the project as ‘a slow-motion, high-cost train smash … that jeopardises the future of perhaps the most important single capability for Australia over the next few decades’. The politicisation of submarines is a recurring theme in much of the analysis of the reasons for delays in the future submarine project.

Fixing Collins’ management problems before focusing on future submarines

While the technical problems which had almost overwhelmed the Collins project during the delivery phase were eventually overcome, it took a decade to do so. Negative public opinion was also exacerbated by the identification of major sustainment issues, highlighted in the Coles Review, undertaken by the Government-appointed UK submarine expert John Coles into the sustainment of the Collins class capability. The review identified management issues with the Defence Materiel Organisation (DMO), Navy, Finance and ASC, all of which were government entities. As Andrew Davies lamented at the time, ‘in this depressing litany of contributing factors, only one of the ten refers to the equipment in the submarine—the other nine are management failings’. Not surprisingly, the ‘dud subs’ media reporting continued.

In this environment, it is perhaps understandable that Australian Governments have been reluctant to turn their focus to future submarines when major issues surrounding the Collins remained unresolved. Initial efforts by the Department of Defence to commence planning for the future submarine back in 2005 were allegedly not pursued due to the view at that time of the Minister for Defence Robert Hill that
resolving issues with the Collins-class submarines was the priority. Likewise, in 2011, then Minister for Defence Stephen Smith also determined that issues surrounding the Collins class needed to be resolved before the future submarine acquisition program could be pursued beyond initial planning. According to James Goldrick, it was clearly apparent that ‘setbacks with the Collins have made the [G]overnment cautious to the extreme in embarking on the new project’. In short, it is evident that addressing Collins’ problems has taken priority over progressing the future submarines.

**Learning the lessons of Collins**

While fixing the problems with the Collins has been a major challenge for Australian Governments, ensuring that similar problems do not occur with the future submarine also presents major risks. After dealing with the political embarrassment resulting from years of controversy with the Collins submarines during the construction and sustainment phases, both sides of politics have become highly sensitised to the need to avoid similar mistakes.

In December 2012, for example, then Minister for Defence Stephen Smith highlighted the direct capability linkage when he contended that ‘lessons learnt from Defence’s experience with the Collins class submarines, along with the outcomes of the Coles Review, will also importantly inform development of the future submarines project’. However, this strong linkage between Collins and the future submarine arguably focused the Government’s attention unduly on challenges with the Collins rather than on developing increasingly urgent policy options for the future.

Three of the more fundamental and related lessons of Collins—which the Government should be particularly mindful of as it seeks to determine appropriate policy options for the future submarines—were the pursuit of a unique submarine design, the related importance of ensuring the procurement strategy was tailored to the project, and the decision to build the Collins submarines in Australia. Of these lessons, a unique design was arguably the most important, with a Parliamentary research paper noting that:

> Developing a unique submarine, in which most of the systems had unique specifications, guaranteed that there would be developmental problems. Continuing as though the program was a normal production run, with predictable outcomes within a fixed price contract, not only compounded the impact of difficulties when they did arise but had much to do with the persistence of performance problems and establishing the subsequent poor reputation of the submarines.

It is apparent from the above lesson that the three issues of unique design, procurement strategy and local build are not independent. Once it was decided to develop a unique design for the Collins submarines, the procurement strategy should have been changed to suit the project. The decision to build the Collins submarines in Australia also had a significant bearing on the terms of the contract under which the submarines were built, and influenced the criteria that would determine the successful design.

The same three issues remain highly contentious and political in the policy-making process for the future submarine. These are considered further in the following sections. Notably, these are just three key lessons of the myriad of other important lessons from Collins that continue to influence the political narratives of both major parties today.

In summary, the decision-making process underpinning the future submarines is more complex and protracted because of the direct and unavoidable relationship between the future submarines and the Collins submarines. Very few other major Defence projects involve such a direct link between the current and replacement project as is the case with submarines.

**Section 2 – Grappling with Australia’s naval shipbuilding challenges**

Both of Australia’s major political parties have wrestled with the policy conundrum concerning the future of Australia’s naval shipbuilding industry since at least the 1990s. Neither has made much progress. The phrase ‘valley of death’ is now commonly used as part of the political dialogue to describe the work shortage faced by Australia’s shipbuilders in the period following completion of the Air Warfare Destroyers and the commencement of the next wave of major naval projects, such as future frigates and
future submarines. In March 2015, then Minister for Defence Kevin Andrews labelled the issue as ‘Labor’s valley of death’.30 Earlier, Opposition Leader Bill Shorten had argued that the ‘valley of death’ was only unavoidable after the Abbott Government’s decision in June 2014 to contract foreign builders for the Navy’s two new supply ships.31

This section analyses three key elements of Australia’s naval shipbuilding challenge which are having a strong bearing on the future submarine decision-making process. First, the structural impediments to Australia’s naval maritime industry; second, managing the role of the government-owned ASC in the future submarine project; and third, reconciling the so-called ‘nation-building’ versus capability aspects as central drivers of the future submarines. The complex and longstanding nature of these issues continues to consume the policy debate concerning the future submarines.

Structural impediments in Australia’s naval shipbuilding industry

The structural impediments to Australia’s naval shipbuilding industry have been known since at least the 1990s. The McIntosh/Prescott report to the Government in 1999 made clear that ‘future decades will see much lower levels of shipbuilding as other assets are needed’ and that ‘there are long-term difficulties in sustaining such heavy manufacturing industries’.32

More than 15 years later, a report by the RAND Corporation into Australia’s naval shipbuilding enterprise asserted that ‘demands for Australia’s shipbuilding industrial base have been sporadic over the past 20 years, and the various peaks and troughs in demand have led to a decline in skill resources and an inefficient industrial base’.33 Surprisingly, RAND was not asked to consider submarine building as part of its study—which is unhelpful to the critical policy debate concerning future submarines. It has since been claimed that RAND believed this was because then Prime Minister Abbott clearly favoured offshore construction of the future submarines.34

Nevertheless, the RAND report contained three notable conclusions with direct relevance to the Government’s policy consideration for submarines. Notably, all three remain highly-contentious issues in the submarine policy debate. First was the conclusion that the economic benefits of domestic shipbuilding are unclear and largely depend on broader economic conditions. Davies argues that, at best, the value of an Australian naval shipbuilding industry is that it provides a ‘wildlife refuge’ for skilled labour during economic downturns.35 Second was the conclusion that a healthy naval ship repair industry is not dependent on building vessels in Australia. Third was the conclusion that the price premium for building naval vessels in Australia is 30 to 40 per cent.36 The report identified two requirements for addressing the cost premium of Australian domestic industry, namely the adoption of ‘demand management’ to drive a more consistent production schedule, and modified acquisition practices.

The RAND study fuelled political debates concerning government policy regarding Australia’s shipbuilding industry. At the heart of the debate was the issue of Australia’s naval shipbuilding productivity. Following the release of the RAND study, then Minister for Defence Kevin Andrews said that ‘Government has an expectation that, and the ADF has a critical need for, the Australian shipbuilding industry to become more productive’.37

Recognition exists within industry that these structural problems continue today. Former chief executive of Lockheed Martin, Paul Johnson, acknowledges that ‘disappointingly though, we have lagged in correcting major structural problems within the sector, notably the historical and so costly project-by-project approach to building complex platforms’.38 Other industry advocates draw a direct link between the shipbuilding challenges of today and the longstanding lack of a strategic shipbuilding vision, with Chris Burns contending that:

If Australia had a shipbuilding strategy 30 years ago, we would not have gone through the very expensive peaks and troughs that surrounded the Collins Submarine, Anzac Frigate, Air Warfare Destroyer and Landing Helicopter Dock programs, and threaten future shipbuilding projects.39

The industry side has long argued for a stronger government role in managing its production schedule to smooth out the peaks and troughs and facilitate greater certainty. This remains a contentious issue and partly explains the protracted nature of this policy impasse. Arguably, continuous demand requires a shorter life-of-type or a larger fleet than Navy currently possesses, which renders demand management a
questionable policy solution. In any case, there are also other related structural impediments the Government is yet to resolve.

**Sorting out the role of ASC in the project**

The role of the government-owned ASC in the future submarine project is another key factor that complicates the Government’s options in determining an appropriate acquisition strategy for the future submarine. Patrick Walters highlighted six years ago that ‘how the [G]overnment handles the future of its wholly government-owned submarine builder, ASC, will be fundamental to the successful build of 12 next-generation submarines’.40

Having retained ownership of the ASC, the Government is yet to resolve how best to engage its expertise. ASC could potentially play a role in the design and the build phases but it remains to be seen how the Government achieves this without compromising competition with other key players.41 ASC sees itself as playing a central role in the future submarine project.42 But then Defence Minister Kevin Andrews noted in February 2015 that ‘by the ASC’s own admission, it does not have the capacity to go it alone and build Australia’s next submarine’.43

Sorting out an appropriate role for ASC has been made more difficult as a result of a souring of the relationship between ASC and the former Abbott Government. In part, this was a reflection of the Abbott Government’s sensitivity to the loss of public confidence in the ability of Defence and industry to deliver a submarine capability.44 Its frustration at ASC, specifically concerning the Air Warfare Destroyer project, came to a head in late 2014 when then Minister for Defence David Johnston accused ASC of ‘not being fit to build a canoe’.45

In May 2015, politicians and industry officials in South Australia accused the Abbott Government of disclosing negative details from an audit of the Air Warfare Destroyer Program the day before the launch of the third Air Warfare Destroyer in a deliberate effort to undermine confidence in Australian naval shipbuilding industry.46 While Tony Abbott has since been replaced by Prime Minister Malcolm Turnbull, the troubled relationship between the Government and ASC is clearly not conducive to collaborative and innovative thinking on future submarine matters.

A major doubt in the Government’s mind would be whether ASC and Australian industry more broadly can deliver a sovereign submarine design, development and production capability. Key decision makers, such as then CEO of DMO, Warren King, have highlighted the challenges associated with the state of submarine build and design skills in Australia. As King noted in 2014:

> We definitely have very, very limited submarine build experience left in this country. It is really almost back to the levels where we were ... [and] the fundamental reason the project has gone nowhere since its announcement [in 2009].47

The Government continues to wrestle with a number of business models to drive the project, including the option of establishing an ‘Australian Submarine Enterprise’, to include ASC, to manage the design, build and maintain phases.48 Such an option would facilitate Australia’s ability to manage the necessary involvement of European and American firms, and their associated intellectual property, but would also see the Government carry much of the risk.

With the Government’s announcement in February 2015 of a ‘competitive evaluation process’, two other options are possible. First would be an option whereby the Government contracts an existing international submarine designer/builder to manage the project, thereby reducing the risk to government. Second would be an option whereby the Government pursues an offshore procurement option.

In whichever business model is selected, the Government will likely be seeking to find some way to involve ASC. However, it also seems inevitable that future submarine procurement will seriously test Australia’s procurement policies, given the imperfections in the market, the urgent timeframes and concerns regarding sensitive technologies. This adds to the complexity and constraints faced by policy makers, which in turn will likely consume valuable time.
Nation-building versus capability focus

The question of whether to build submarines in Australia has created a political divergence in Australian politics. The Labor Government’s 2013 Defence White Paper promised that the future submarines would be assembled in South Australia. The Coalition’s defence policy at the 2013 federal election committed to ensuring that ‘work on the replacement of the current submarine fleet will centre around the South Australian shipyards’; in May 2013, then Shadow Minister for Defence Senator Johnston was even more emphatic, saying:

The Coalition today is committed to building 12 new submarines here in Adelaide. We will get that task done, and it is a really important task, not just for the Navy but for the nation.

Since winning government, the Coalition has revised the political narrative by seeking to separate the industrial and capability dimensions. In mid-2014, Senator Johnston, as Minister for Defence, said ‘a submarine is not an industrial or regional policy by other means or another name’, asserting that ‘industry must demonstrate an ongoing capacity to meet international benchmarks with respect to productivity, cost and schedule’. Elsewhere, he also sought to highlight that the debate was not black-and-white, saying:

Some pretend this is an all-or-nothing choice about all of the work happening in Australia or all of it happening overseas; the opposite is the truth. The Collins class, for example, relied upon Swedish design, US combat systems and French propulsion. Whatever the decision, there will be significant opportunities for South Australia.

Chris Kenny claims that this change in narrative, especially when it was not official Coalition policy, was politically fatal for Johnston. Certainly, the fundamental question of whether the submarines will be built in Australia has become a central issue in the broader policy debate.

The 2014 Defence Issues Paper, issued as part of the Defence White Paper public consultation process, foreshadowed the Government’s position that ‘this debate must consider the cost, risk and schedule as well as the benefits of the different options’. But the politics of the future of Australia’s naval shipbuilding industry is ever-present. With the next federal election due in 2016, the current Government will be mindful of the political imperative of committing to the local construction of at least one of either the future submarines or future frigates in South Australia.

As highlighted by RAND, the build locally versus buy offshore dilemma has become the root question for policy makers. Unfortunately for the policy debate, RAND was unable to offer a definitive view on the cost benefits of shipbuilding in Australia. And while the RAND study does articulate the merits of a continuous build program, the evidence is not compelling, with Mark Thomson arguing that:

A continuous build program would require either a larger fleet or more frequent replacement of vessels than is the norm. Either way, the additional cost would be measured in billions of dollars. With so much extra money sloshing around due to the 2% of GDP promise, the very real risk is that we’ll end up expanding the navy to meet local industry’s demand for work. The tail will wag the dog, and the taxpayer will pick up the bill for creating a monopoly shipbuilder.

The Federal Government was scheduled to release a suite of major policy documents later in 2015, albeit some of these may be delayed by the leadership change of Prime Minister from Tony Abbott to Malcolm Turnbull. These include the Defence White Paper, Defence Industry Policy Statement, Defence Capability Plan and the Shipbuilding Strategy.

Australia’s naval shipbuilding industry would be eagerly awaiting each of these policies but especially the shipbuilding strategy. However, it remains to be seen the extent to which the Turnbull Government will seek to drive a new strategy. In June 2015, then Prime Minister Abbott said ‘it is the Government’s intention to develop a continuous build of major surface warships here in Australia to avoid the unproductive on-again, off-again cycle that has done this industry so much damage’. But some are unconvinced of any strategy that seeks to subsidise Australia’s shipbuilding industry, with Thomson, for example, arguing that:
Notwithstanding the slow motion debacle of the AWD project, the government says that it ‘will release an enterprise-level naval shipbuilding plan later this year, which will provide for the long-term future of the Australian naval shipbuilding industry’. Really? Three vessels for the price of nine and we are going to double down on domestic shipbuilding?

Unless the shipbuilding strategy provides clear and implementable policy guidance, the Government and other key vested interest groups and stakeholders in the future submarine project will continue to obfuscate with regard to the appropriate role for Australian industry in the submarine project.

Section 3 – The political influence of vested interest groups and key stakeholders

A number of vested interest groups and key stakeholders play active roles in shaping the political narrative on future submarines. These groups and individuals have ensured the future submarine receives media attention on an almost daily basis. They have forced successive Governments to consider broader policy options than might have been the case had the decision-making process remained behind closed doors. Their relative influence has arguably been enhanced as a result of the political turbulence that has characterised Australian politics since the future submarine was identified as a major new capability priority in the 2009 Defence White Paper. This section analyses the impact of these groups and individuals on the progress of the project since that time.

Dealing with vested interests

Individuals and groups that have demonstrated strong vested interests in the future submarine project include South Australian politicians, Australian industry advocates, peak industry bodies, and competing design houses and their local lobbyists. They have worked closely with the media to voice their views.

The South Australian Government is highly vocal of the industrial benefits of building submarines in Adelaide. Premier Jay Weatherill has said that ‘in South Australia, we need defence industry jobs to provide crucial opportunities for manufacturing workers to transition from the automotive industry as it winds down’. This approach to the project as a job creation program is awkward for the Federal Government to counter, given South Australia’s challenging economic circumstances. However, the fact that both major political parties committed to building the submarines before critical analysis had been undertaken has exacerbated the awkwardness.

In direct response to speculation that the then Abbott Government was planning to sole source the future submarines from Japan, South Australia’s Economic Development Board commissioned a study to assess the economic consequences of purchasing the 12 submarines from overseas, concluding that it would cost no more to build them locally. However, Henry Ergas and Mark Thomson have highlighted what they see as several fundamental flaws with the study. Regardless of the study’s flaws, dealing with such studies and the media commentary they generate has demanded plenty of political time and effort.

The South Australian Government has also invested significant resources in the Defence South Australia Advisory Board, to help promote and attract defence business to the state. As its website declares:

The high-calibre Defence SA Advisory Board is a formidable line-up of the nation’s top Defence and industry brainpower, led by Chairman and former Chief of Defence Force Air Chief Marshal Sir Angus Houston, AC, AFC. The board assists the State Government with its strategy and policy for delivering long-term defence industry growth.

In 2012, Air Chief Marshal Houston and General Peter Cosgrove, both retired chiefs of the ADF and members of the South Australian Advisory Board, responded publicly to a report by the Centre for Independent Studies which recommended the leasing of Virginia-class nuclear submarines as a strategy for the future submarine. The newspaper headline read: ‘We must build subs, not rent them, Houston and Cosgrove warn’. The ability of the South Australian Government to harness the credibility and public standing of such highly-regarded former defence chiefs significantly enhances its lobbying clout.

The future submarine project has also enabled government backbenchers to influence politics in ways they might not normally be able. An example was the commitment by then Prime Minister Abbott to
undertake a ‘competitive evaluation process’ in order to secure the vote of South Australian Senator Sean Edwards in the February 2015 leadership ballot. As reported in the Sydney Morning Herald at the time:

Mr Abbott has been accused by Labor of making up the term ‘competitive evaluation process’ to secure the votes of South Australian MPs, who have been under enormous pressure in their home state over government plans to send shipbuilding contracts overseas.66

South Australian independent Senator Nick Xenophon has also been a regular advocate of building the submarines in South Australia, including through his parliamentary committee roles and media comments. Most recently, Xenophon arranged his own parliamentary visit to Japan’s submarine facilities, warning Japan’s industry of the political sensitivity in Australia of building the submarines offshore.67

Unions also play a key role in the public discourse concerning the submarine process. Workers and union representatives are planning to target key marginal Liberal seats in South Australia.68 The Australian Manufacturing Workers Union (AMWU) has indicated plans to letterbox drop and door-knock residents in the marginal electorates of Boothby, Sturt and Hindmarsh, urging them against voting Liberal at the next federal election.69 Notably, an AMWU representative attended each of the public hearings conducted by the Economic References Committee’s review into the future submarines in Canberra, Newcastle, Melbourne and Adelaide.70

The Submarine Institute of Australia is an influential lobby group, which has been an active contributor to government-sponsored hearings, including the Economic References Committee’s review in 2014-15. It seeks to ‘to promote informed discussion and research in the fields of submarine operations, engineering, history and commercial sub-sea engineering—otherwise known as submarine matters’, with its website identifying the Institute’s contribution to the development of SEA 1000 as one of its current projects.71 One of its signature activities is the annual Submarine Institute of Australia Conference, which brings key political, industrial and subject-matter experts together to explore key issues. The Institute strongly advocates the building of future submarines in Australia.

Industry peak bodies continue to be vocal in advocating the potential industrial opportunities associated with future submarines. The ability of vested interests to come together and resolve differences of perspective is important for a project of this scale and importance. Then Minister for Defence Kevin Andrews announced at the Royal United Services Institute’s Submarine Summit in March 2015 that it was important that international players in the project understand Australian industry’s capabilities and skill sets and that the State and Industry Association Consultative Group had been formed to facilitate such engagement.72

Competing submarine design houses have also invested over a long period in ensuring strong political connections with regard to the future submarine. A recent example was the appointment of the former Chief of Staff to then Minister for Defence David Johnston, and former senior executive within ASC, Sean Costello, to the role of CEO of French ship builder DCNS Australia. Costello’s appointment, only four months after leaving his ministerial position, prompted some media attention, including a report which highlighted that ‘a former senior government adviser who enjoyed privileged access to top-secret information about the Navy’s future submarine project has taken a high-paid job with one of three foreign contenders for the $20 billion plus contract’.73 This matter and the associated question of probity were also raised in a Senate Estimates hearing in early June 2015.

In summary, the list of vested interests is a long one and the examples provided are by no means exhaustive. The future submarine decision-making process is also shaped in significant ways by a number of stakeholder groups.

**The power of key stakeholders**

Key stakeholders, which continue to demonstrate significant influence on the future submarine policy process, include the media, political advisers, DMO and various ‘think tanks’.

The Australian media keenly pursues the future submarine project, which is to be expected given the project’s size, its significance to Australia’s national security and the politics of submarines. The media routinely reports on controversial aspects of the political narrative, with the ABC also tracking the politics
of submarines on its ‘promise check’ website, including a video clip of former Minister for Defence David Johnston committing to building the submarines in Adelaide.\(^7^4\) The media closely analysed then Prime Minister Tony Abbott’s promise to South Australian Liberal Senator Sean Edwards in his bid to secure votes needed to avoid a leadership spill in February 2015. South Australia’s media has demonstrated parochialism for building the future submarines in Adelaide, with an editorial in March 2015 characterising South Australians as having ‘rightly felt disenfranchised from the process of public debate over this critical national issue, because of the level of subterfuge that seems to have surrounded the project’.\(^7^5\)

The former Prime Minister’s Security Adviser, Andrew Shearer, also demonstrated a longstanding interest in submarines and evidenced strong personal views on key strategic aspects. Shearer’s views on submarines and the Japanese option are well documented, not least in his writings for The Lowy Institute. Shearer is the author or co-author of a number of articles that have advocated Australia pursuing closer defence ties with Japan. Shearer’s influence prompted an Australian Financial Review commentator to suggest in December 2014 that ‘the next generation of Australia’s submarine program is being personally shepherded by the PM’s most trusted national security adviser’.\(^7^6\) The influence of such senior advisers is that they can at times eclipse the influence of key ministers on major policy aspects.

Of the various ‘think tanks’, the Australian Strategic Policy Institute (ASPI) has been the most closely engaged on the future submarine. ASPI has produced a huge volume of strategic analysis concerning most aspects of the project, as well as facilitating regular blogs, workshops and conferences. Its senior analyst Andrew Davies has been highly sought after as probably the foremost strategic commentator on submarines over many years. ASPI plays a forceful role as strategic analyst, public interest advocate and honest broker, and a measure of its influence is that it is routinely cited by key policy makers up to and including the Prime Minister and Minister for Defence of the day.

DMO is the lead provider of policy advice to the Government on the future submarine. Its influence is such that it has been able to shape the policy direction independent of its political masters. A key example was provided by its recently-retired CEO Warren King, who told a Senate Committee hearing of his initiative in engaging with the Japanese on the possibility of collaborating on submarines.\(^7^7\) The Government and DMO are not always seamlessly aligned on submarines. Rex Patrick argues that DMO’s inability to manage Collins problems and the through-life cost of remediation is cause for concern to the Government, which ‘would have every right to be nervous about anything put forward by the DMO with respect to SEA 1000’.\(^7^8\)

In summary, the government of the day must manage a vast array of vocal vested interests and stakeholder groups to ensure its narrative on submarines is coherent, defensible, well understood and accepted by the broader public. The considerable political turmoil that has characterised Australia’s federal politics over the past six years, during which time there have been numerous changes of both Prime Minister and Defence Minister, has enhanced the influence of these individuals and groups.

### Section 4 – Stumbling through the policy options without a clear strategy

The Australian Government has stumbled along the future submarine policy-making process from the outset, prompting criticism of both sides of politics, with Stewart contending that:

> The Rudd and Gillard governments squandered valuable time by making close to zero progress on the future submarine issue while in power. The Coalition then came to power promising action but instead delivered confusion.\(^7^9\)

Two key factors have characterised the protracted policy process since 2009. First, there has been no clear justification for why Australia needs the future submarine, no coherent strategy for how the project will be delivered and no readily-available capability solution on offer. Second, this lack of clarity has further delayed the process by stymieing previous credible policy options, resulting in the introduction of new options which have added further complexity and confusion.
Lack of justification and strategy

The 2009 Defence White Paper failed to provide clear justification for why Australia needs the future submarine. In a speech to the RSL in Townsville in 2008, then Prime Minister Kevin Rudd provided a strong hint of some of the key themes that would appear in the 2009 Defence White Paper, which was still under development at the time. During this speech, Rudd spoke of the rise of China, a rapidly-changing region, the modernisation of military forces in the region ‘including greater numbers and more advanced submarines’, and Australia’s need for an enhanced naval capability to protect Australia’s sea lanes of communication.80

The 2009 Defence White Paper subsequently stipulated the need for 12 new submarines, which would be more advanced than the Collins submarines. They would possess long range, high endurance and high speed but would be conventionally powered. However, there was no evidence of how Australia ought to manage the abovementioned strategic risks in the most cost-effective manner.81

When it comes to submarines—unlike most other major defence procurement scenarios—there is no feasible solution readily available through Australia’s strategic allies that meets its unique requirements. There is also no coherent strategy for how the project will be delivered. As Nic Stuart argues, ‘there can be little confidence about the purity of the decision-making process that entrenched the submarine as a cornerstone of our future force or, indeed, its technical wisdom’.82 In short, the 2009 Defence White Paper established a bold requirement for a conventional submarine with the capabilities of a nuclear submarine. In practice, this left policy makers with the daunting task of designing a new submarine to suit Australia’s unique circumstances, which would involve a disproportionately higher level of time, risk and money to deliver.

The challenges of progressing the project consumed policy makers from the outset. Six months after the release of the 2009 Defence White Paper, the then Minister for Defence Materiel and Science tried to describe ‘how we envisage setting about this challenging task’.83 During this speech, then Minister Combet went on to discuss a range of the key challenges but failed to identify any substantive measures as to ‘how’ the Government intended to progress the project. In the absence of a clear justification for future submarines and coherent strategy to acquire them, the policy process stalled.

Initially, the Government had little choice but to consider a range of options due to the difficult policy challenges it faced, and given the ongoing problems associated with Collins.84 The Government initially looked to pursue a broad-based strategy, establishing four options, military-off-the-shelf (MOTS), modified MOTS, evolved MOTS and a new design. The 2013 Defence White Paper did not deviate from the 2009 Defence White Paper’s commitment to submarines but reduced these four options to two, an evolved Collins and a new design. As Davies has noted, these two options ‘vary significantly in terms of cost, risk and capability outcomes, although both aim to produce a submarine superior in performance and reliability to the Collins class’.85

In April 2014, some eight months after the Coalition had won government, ASPI identified the ‘worrying disconnect between Defence’s plans and the Government’s thinking’.86 This situation revealed a confused and flawed policy-making process, with ASPI observing that:

[I]t rapidly became clear that Defence and the government hadn’t yet compared their respective approaches to the project. While Defence was still marching to the beat of the previous government’s drum, the new government had some very different ideas. At issue was not just the type of submarine to be acquired, but the size of the fleet and location of their construction.87

By July 2014, the Government and Defence had revised the highly-ambitious future submarine capability requirements described in the 2009 Defence White Paper. The capability aims specific to range, endurance and speed would now be consistent with Collins, and the enhancements would focus on stealth and sensors.88 Unfortunately, in the meantime, five critical years had expired. With every passing year, the options open to government have diminished while the risk of a capability gap has grown stronger.
Delays have stymied previous possibilities and driven new options

Arguably, the time delays in advancing the project resulted in the Government’s decision to reduce the key options under consideration from four to two.

The missed opportunity to conduct a formal Project Definition Study is another key example of the diminishing policy options as a result of delays. Such an approach may have been the ideal strategy for managing the inherent risks relating to the search for the unknown capability solution. White believes it still is, while others would argue that time no longer permits a Project Definition Study approach. White contends that:

A far better approach would be to give all three contenders (and, preferably, the Swedes as well) a couple of years to develop their designs in parallel, so that by the time the choice is made the government would know much more about what it is buying, whether it will work, and how much it will cost. This approach—called a project definition study, or PDS—is proven by long experience to be not just the best, but also the quickest way to proceed in major defence acquisitions when nothing already available meets your needs.89

With time fast running out to avoid a capability gap, the Government may now be driven to adopt alternative policy options. Two obvious options exist. First, the Government could extend the life of the current Collins submarines. The Government has explored this option through the Submarine Life Evaluation Program but has not released the study or committed to this course of action. Apart from sensitivities over making key details about the submarines’ service life public, there remains uncertainty over how long the Collins can be kept in service, which makes more challenging the Government’s decision-making process.90 Second, the Government could buy or lease an interim submarine.91

The 2013 Defence White Paper made clear that the Government had ruled out the option of replacing the Collins with a nuclear-powered submarine.92 However, the continued delay in progressing the project has meant the nuclear option remains credible in the eyes of many stakeholders. As recently as 2015, one of Australia’s peak defence industry associations, the Australian Industry Group Defence Council, urged the Australian Government to consider buying or leasing a nuclear submarine fleet.93

Federal politicians from both sides of politics have also expressed strong support for the nuclear option.94 The issue of why nuclear submarines were not an option was also the question most frequently asked by the public during the public consultation process in support of the 2015 Defence White Paper.95 Such comments and interest demand some attention by the Government, adding to a policy-making process that is fast running out of time.

Another significant implication of the delay in the submarine process has been the advancement of new, bold policy options. Perhaps the boldest of these is the possibility of acquiring the Japanese Soryu class submarine, or a derivative of it. The driving factors behind the more recent focus on the Japanese option include the Government’s view that the Soryu closely matches Australia’s capability requirement and reduces the risks concerning the Australian-built option. Procuring submarines from Japan has also only recently become feasible through Japan’s relaxation of its arms trade restrictions. The possibility gained further momentum through the close relationship between Prime Minister Abe and Tony Abbott when he was Prime Minister.

The Government’s interest in sourcing the future submarine from Japan has had a polarising impact on the policy debate. Then Prime Minister Tony Abbott described the Japanese Soryu-class submarine as the ‘best conventional submarine in the world’.96 Conversely, RAN submarine specialist (and retired submariner and Rear Admiral) Peter Briggs has argued that Japan’s Soryu-class does not meet Australia’s requirements regarding payload, endurance and mobility, contending that it would lead to ‘cost, performance and schedule risks that are best handled as a developmental project rather than an off-the-shelf acquisition’.97

The availability of new options is not of itself a negative development, particularly given the limited options open to government thus far—and the looming threat of a capability gap. However, bold new options at this stage of the process serve to add further confusion and complexity to an already perplexing and time-sensitive policy process. Sourcing submarines from Japan also raises a whole new
suite of critical issues—which would need to be thoroughly worked through—including the implications for the Japan-Australia relationship, not to mention serious geostrategic considerations.\textsuperscript{96}

The delay in the future submarine policy making has been exacerbated by the turmoil in Australian politics. In the six years since the 2009 Defence White Paper’s announcement of the future submarine, Australia’s Prime Minister has changed five times, with six changes of Minister for Defence. The political narrative has changed with the change in political leaders. The change of government at the 2013 federal election is perhaps the most glaring example of the changing political narrative regarding the submarines. As Graeme Dobell points out, had the Labor Party won the election:

\begin{quote}
    The resurrected Rudd government would be steering the submarine course set out in Labor’s 2009 and 2013 Defence White Papers. Japan wouldn’t have surfaced. There’d be no Option J. No Japanese submarine in the running. Repeat, no Japanese submarine even in the field.\textsuperscript{99}
\end{quote}

**Where to from here?**

The next 6-12 months are more critical than ever for the future submarine. The prospect of a capability gap is now a pressing issue for senior policy makers and will add another dimension to what is already a complex process. At this point, not only does the submarine solution remain elusive, so does the policy process to reach the solution. Compounding the problem is the lack of information regarding the prospects, costs and risks of the Collins’ Submarine Life Evaluation Program.

Perhaps not surprisingly, the political courage to progress the future submarine project will be weaker where there is an absence of strategic justification, a coherent implementation strategy and a known capability solution. The risks to the process are further heightened by the potential destabilising effects of Defence’s recently-announced First Principles Review. These include the disbanding of Capability Development Group, development of a new end-to-end process for capability development, re-integration of DMO into Defence, and the removal of several senior positions within DMO.\textsuperscript{100}

The political narrative appears to have become more confused with inconsistent, if not contradictory, comments from government cabinet ministers. In late 2014, then Treasurer Joe Hockey said that ‘we don’t have time to go through a speculation process’, adding that ‘we [also] do not have time for people to suggest that they can build something that hasn’t been built’.\textsuperscript{101} A few months later, in February 2015, the Government announced a ‘competitive evaluation process’.\textsuperscript{102}

Notably, this phrase is not formally identified in the Defence Procurement Policy Manual, which is ‘the primary reference document for all Defence officials, procurement officers and others involved in the procurement process’.\textsuperscript{103} Despite the Treasurer’s earlier remarks, the process now underway requires the competing bidders to articulate how they would design and build a new submarine. The Japanese will also be challenged in articulating how the Soryu could be modified to meet Australia’s requirements, given their lack of experience working through such procurement processes.

At this stage, the next steps in the policy process remain uncertain. It remains to be seen whether the process will facilitate an assessment of comparable options. Moreover, as at the time of writing, the Government has still not indicated when it will release the proposed 2015 Defence White Paper. With its release will come broader policy commitments and great expectation around the question of how the future submarine will be accommodated within the ADF’s force structure, both from a capability and cost perspective.

**Section 5 – The politics of price**

The cost aspect of the future submarine continues to be a major issue of contention which fuels the political and policy debate. To date, there is no generally-agreed estimate for the cost of the future submarine, which adversely impacts on the Government’s ability to progress the project. Whatever key decisions future governments take in relation to the capability options for the future submarine, the cost implications will be extremely significant.

The Australian Government faces a challenging fiscal environment as it works to return the budget to surplus in coming years which, of itself, has been a major political issue. It is also acutely aware of the
huge cost burden that the future submarine represents, given that ‘once it starts, the Future Submarine Program will run for a very long time and perhaps not finish’. The implications of the future submarine for the budget and the force structure prompted the former Minister for Defence David Johnston to inject some financial perspective into the narrative when he said that ‘we need a highly effective future submarine capability, but not at any cost’.

The cost of what?

The estimated cost of building the new submarines has varied wildly. This has fuelled the politics and the confusion. The former Labor Government was apparently working to a budget of $41 billion to build 12 future submarines based on the requirement as outlined in the 2009 Defence White Paper. Davies estimated the cost would be around $36 billion for the 2009 Defence White Paper version and approximately $16.8 billion for an evolved Collins version. ASC has claimed it could construct the new fleet in South Australia for under $24 billion. German submarine manufacturer ThyssenKrupp Marine Systems has given a figure of $20 billion, although this does not include design or Defence’s project-management costs.

The variability in the cost estimates over time reflects the reduced capability expectations of the future submarine from what was originally stated in the 2009 Defence White Paper, the competitive rivalry between submarine builders and the fact that industry players are generally unaccountable for the cost estimates they provide outside of formal contractual commitments. The huge variability in cost estimates, however, is best explained by the fact that the analysis and debate has occurred in a policy vacuum. There continues to be no explicit capability specification and no readily-available solution, which also has major implications for the estimated costs of through life support.

The cost implications of the future submarine will be massive regardless of which capability option is ultimately selected. The then Shadow Defence Minister David Johnston acknowledged prior to the 2013 federal election that the cost of ownership of the Collins was around $1 billion per annum, representing a huge burden on Navy and the Australian taxpayer. That cost burden was weighing heavily on his mind when he noted that ‘when someone says to me, let’s go with an evolved Collins, I get a little bit nervous about that’.

The evolved Collins remains a policy option for the Government. It remains to be seen whether the cost implications of a new design as the other remaining option will be even greater. Political nervousness about cost perhaps also explains then Prime Minister Abbott’s inference in February 2015 that the Government was considering a reduction in the number of submarines from 12 to 8.

Cost of local versus foreign build

The cost implications of an Australian build versus foreign procurement remain highly contentious. Australia’s Productivity Commissioner Gary Banks asserted in 2011 that:

The case for spending A$36 billion or so on another dozen homemade submarines when imported alternatives could be purchased for a fraction of the cost (and risk) has never been adequately explained publicly—notwithstanding the generally acknowledged failure of the Collins Class precedent.

Two subsequent and contrasting studies highlight the disagreement over the issue of the cost of local versus foreign build. The RAND study mentioned earlier highlighted that Australia pays a premium of 30-40 per cent for naval warships built entirely in-country. However, a 2014 study commissioned by the Economic Development Board of South Australia argued that the cost of building locally would be no more expensive than overseas. Thomson has separately identified fundamental flaws with both of these studies, which in turn highlights the difficulty faced by policy makers in accessing reliable financial options analysis.

The Government is also acutely aware of the strong public sensitivity concerning the possibility of the submarines being sourced from Japan, rather than building them locally in Adelaide for cost reasons. In answer to an on-line poll of 1000 respondents in September 2014 on the question of ‘Do you support or oppose the Government buying submarines from Japan if it is cheaper than building them in Australia?’, 51 per cent were opposed compared to 28 per cent in support. A poll taken in February 2015 found...
that 37 per cent of voters thought that Australia’s replacement submarines should be built in Australia, even if it costs more than having them made overseas, while only 12 per cent thought they should only be built in Australia if the cost is less. This underlines the political challenge faced by Government in determining a prudent build strategy that avoids alienating South Australian voters in particular.

**Opportunity cost**

The commitment to the future submarine will impact the defence budget significantly and present major opportunity costs that are yet to be publicly communicated. The Government has emphasised that the 2015 Defence White Paper will be fully-costed, with then Prime Minister Abbott saying in June 2015 that:

> The Defence White Paper to be released in the next few months won’t be an unfunded wish list; it will be a costed, sustainable, long-term plan.... For the first time, there has been an externally validated assessment of defence costs so that we can be more confident that defence spending is finally value for money.

In the absence of such public validation, serious questions remain unanswered, despite the reality that the future submarine will commit a disproportionately high level of current capital expenditure over its life cycle. Alan Dupont has argued that:

> [I]t makes no strategic sense to allocate the lion’s share of the defence budget to capabilities that have little or no utility for the conflicts most likely to engage the ADF ... [and that the cost of submarines risks] the loss of other important capabilities and imperiling the ability of the ADF to meet all its declared objectives.

Another perspective on the narrowness of the costing debate has been provided by former Chief of Navy Vice Admiral Griggs, who argues that an informed public debate of the costs of the future submarines should include strategic consideration of the costs imposed on Australia’s potential adversaries created by their need to counter Australia’s submarine capability.

In summary, governments will be extremely mindful of the need to balance the opportunity costs of investing in the future submarines with the drastic consequences of losing a conflict in which submarines matter. While both sides of politics are firmly committed to the future submarine, they will be likely to reserve their final political judgment until they are comfortable the opportunity cost that submarines impose on the broader force structure is clear and acceptable. To date, the relevant information they require to make this judgment is not known.

**Conclusion**

Australia’s future submarine project has not progressed as expected since its announcement as a major capability priority in the 2009 Defence White Paper. Six years later, key questions remain unanswered, such as why Australia needs submarines, how many we need, whether Australia is capable of building them, what is the best capability option, what they will cost, what are the opportunity costs and so on.

This paper has analysed five major reasons for the delays in progressing the project to date. First, the Government is compelled to pursue the future submarine in close alignment with the current Collins class submarines, which has created policy and decision making complexity and uncertainty. Second, Australia’s naval shipbuilding challenges have constrained the Government’s ability to manage the project as it might have otherwise preferred. In particular, dealing with the systemic structural issues in Australia’s naval shipbuilding industry, sorting out the role of ASC in the future submarine project and reaching a sensible position on the nation-building versus capability debate have complicated the policy development process.

Third, strong vested and stakeholder interests have shaped the Government’s approach to the project. Fourth, the absence of a clear requirement, a coherent strategy and a genuine solution for the future submarine have delayed the process. In particular, these factors have stymied previously feasible policy options and resulted in new alternatives being introduced. The project’s progress to date highlights that the political courage to drive the future submarine project will be weaker where credible policy options are lacking. Fifth, the huge cost implications of the future submarines has forced the Government to
proceed with extreme caution, a situation that is further exacerbated by lack of certainty over the project cost and Australia’s challenging fiscal circumstances.

The delays in advancing the project come at a cost to the Australian taxpayer and the nation’s national security interests. Cost and risk have increased. Policy options which once existed no longer exist. One of the greatest concerns is that the delays in the policy-making process have created the serious likelihood of a capability gap. Government is now faced with the delicate issue of extending the Collins submarine, an option which introduces new complexities, risks and costs.

A common thread throughout the key factors for the delays in the project has been the politicisation of submarines since the Collins class problems arose in the 1990s. This trend has continued and has been further exacerbated by the turbulent political environment in Australia since the announcement of the future submarines in the 2009 Defence White Paper. While both major political parties have shared a commitment to the future submarine, the political narratives have differed and evolved. Lacking genuine bipartisan support, the future submarine project has lurched to the present so-called ‘competitive evaluation process’.

The stakes are now high. The consequences of further inaction, obfuscation and politicisation of the future submarine project are significant, with the project placed precariously at the policy crossroads. Australia’s government and industry need to deal urgently with the longstanding and systemic issues undermining Australia’s naval shipbuilding industry.

Smarter strategies need to be developed for engaging with vested interests and stakeholder groups. A clear strategy and coherent implementation plan need to be developed expeditiously. The policy options that remain must be considered in a thorough yet urgent manner. These challenges are not insurmountable but they are critical, and include learning from the lessons of Collins and cutting through the current policy complexity.\textsuperscript{121}
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